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Introduction

• Addressing climate change effectively 
requires a price to be put on greenhouse gas 
emissions – a “price on carbon”

• A key step to implementing this by way of 
tradeable emission permits is gaining 
agreement on how to allocate emission 
entitlements

• The following proposes a way forward on 
allocation
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Cold Numbers
• The European Union holds that average warming 

in excess of 2 degrees C is “dangerous”

• Modeling suggests there is a 50% chance 
temperatures will keep under a 2 degree rise if 
concentrations of CO2 stay below 450 parts per 
million equivalent (ppme)

Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency

• CO2 concentrations are already 430 ppme, when 
pre-industrial levels were about two thirds this
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New Zealand’s Record

1990: Pledged 20% reduction in 1990 levels by 2005 

1994: Pledge of carbon tax in 97 if no change by then 

1999: Plan for low carbon tax - $5/t to $10/t 

2002: Kyoto ratified – targets 1990 levels by 2008 

2004: Pledge of a $15/t carbon tax  

2006: No price instrument in place  

          Emissions over 20% above 1990 levels 
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Rising Emissions Expose Exports

• New Zealand markets on its clean green image
• Is an increasing market focus on carbon content 

- ‘Food miles’ are just one expression of this
• Trend strongest in high value markets – Europe
• Can be addressed to an extent by seeking 

agreement on how to label for carbon content 
• NZ exporters still exposed by nation’s record of 

rising emissions, irrespective of an individual 
product’s comparative carbon content
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Price on Carbon the Lynchpin

• Putting a price on carbon is the single most 
important climate change measure, though 
is not enough on its own

• Tradeable permits and a carbon tax are 
equivalent in theory but differ in practice

• Tax offers greater potential to “recycle” 
revenue – reinvest for additional abatement

• Significant political barriers to a carbon tax 
so focus is on tradeable emission permits
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Key Tests for a Permit Regime

1. The market for permits is fully integrated 
with an international market (eg EU)

2. Permits are issued to cover the full scope 
of human-induced emissions, nationally

3. Emitters are required to purchase permits
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Allocation Options and Problems

Option 1: Give Away Permits to Emitters

• Undercuts incentive to mitigate emissions
• Anticipation of scheme can delay mitigation 
• Rewards polluters – should be “polluter pays”
• Too easy for emitters to profiteer 

Option 2: Auction Permits 

• Auction design issues in a thin market
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Popular Decarbonisation

Option 3: Give away permits to citizens

• Every person gets an entitlement and is a part 

of the solution
• Every person gets a cheque when they onsell
• Agents aggregate permits to minimise 

transaction costs
• Bypasses haggles over industry allocation
• Preserves economic price signal to emitters
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What About ‘Footloose’ Firms?
• Government sets a tax on the sale of permits (say 

10%) to feed a fund that:
- Invests in public projects that mitigate emissions 
- Can compensate large footloose firms if desirable 

• Long term, all emitters must meet cost of permits. 
Short term, lack of a global carbon market may 
mean distorted prices and unnecessary relocations

• Government assesses for each major footloose firm 
whether to: pay a transitional subsidy, impose a 
tariff on related goods, or take no action
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Agriculture is Not Footloose

• Agriculture accounts for 49% of emissions

• Indeed, very limited ability to reduce these 
without reducing the number of livestock

• Land is not footloose and has alternative uses. 
Returns from these will tend to rise in a carbon 
constrained world facing higher temperatures

• Farmers may look for conversion assistance to 
an extent but this is ultimately a land value issue
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Electricity Sector Requirement

• Any permit arrangements set for electricity 
generation would need to be accompanied 
by requirements on the electricity market 
that constrain the ability of generators to 
take undue profits

• Relative costs of new generation options 
likely to mean that real cost of a constraint 
on additional emissions is close to zero
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Shift the Action to Quantity

• Two principled commitments would clear the 
allocation issues off the table:

- All sectors are covered, and 
- All permits are given away to citizens

• The real action then becomes the quantity of 
permits issued year by year 

• This provides required flexibility to adapt to:
- Better understanding of risks
- Commitments made by other nations
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Lesson from Norway

• Climate change solutions such as these 
require multi-party long term consensus  

• Norway has shown how political parties and 
other major stakeholders can arrive at, and 
hold to, such arrangements

• Stakeholder grouping is tasked with finding 
consensus and presenting to Government

• Can be applied in stages to ease introduction
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Breaking Through 

• The Popular Decarbonisation approach 
provides an equitable framework that can be 
simply communicated, and focuses discussion 
on the rate at which emissions should fall

• Needs to be evaluated as an allocation 
mechanism and a tool to help break the 
problem Al Gore notes: 

The maximum measure politically acceptable

does not meet the minimum that is required
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The View from 1894

“A simple calculation shows that the 
temperature in the Artic region would rise 
by 8 to 9 degrees C if the carbonic acid 
[CO2] increased 2.5 or 3 times its present 
value … The world’s present production of 
coal reaches in round numbers 500 million 
tonnes per annum.”

Arvid Gustav Hogbom, 1894


